Chapter #2: Properly Setting Up a Missouri A.V. for Collection

This heavy-duty gum rubber collection boot/liner is designed to be encased into the leather and/or the Next Generation Insulated Cover. This protective carrying case is designed to perform the following functions:

- Gives the collection liner, the rigidity needed to properly collect a stallion.
- Temporarily maintains your pre-selected temperature prior to collection

**Filling the Artificial Vagina Liner with Water**

1. Remove the brass pin and black plastic ring from the two-way valve and set aside
2. Bring the water to the specific temperature best suited for your stallion.
3. Using the Quick-Temp Digital Thermometer makes this procedure, a very easy task.
4. Hold the funnel under the waterspout and begin filling the liner.
5. Once the liner is about half full, begin to pull up on the vinyl tubing which will allow the air bubbles in the liner to escape or “burp” out.
6. As the filling process continues, the water will begin to back fill up the tubing, when this level reaches half way up the tubing, this will be your signal to stop the filling process.
7. Pull up on the vinyl tubing which will allow the water back into the liner.
8. Grasp the base of the brass pin/air valve assembly with your thumb and index finger and turn the A.V. Fill Kit off.
9. While holding the base, quickly turn in the brass pin/air valve stem finger tight. Keep a close watch on the temperature, the inside liner temperature should be 40° to 52° C (105°F to 125°F), with this in mind, you’ll need to make sure that the water filling temperature is 45°C to 55°C (112°F to 130°F).
10. Weigh the A.V. so that a specific weigh is maintained for each collection on each stallion.

Note: the temperature of the A.V. will immediately begin to cool depending upon the outside temperature of your breeding and/or collection area. The length of time between filling the A.V. and the actual time of your collection of your stallion is crucial. After the A.V. Liner is filled, wipe off any excess water and place the liner in the leather and/or insulated cover, push down the leather stabilizer onto the air valve and screw on the black plastic ring which increases the rigidity of the entire A.V. Then tighten the leather and/or Velcro straps.

*A consistent weight & temperature of the A.V. can overt potential breeding vices in the future.*
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Chapter #2: How to fill a Missouri Artificial Vagina (A.V.)

Option #1

The Next Generation™ A.V. Fill Kit:

a. Place the liner, valve side up in the bottom of the sink, using the Next Generation™ A.V. Fill Kit.
b. Screw out the brass air valve and black plastic ring out of the filling assembly and lay aside.
c. Using the A.V. Fill Kit; screw the brass fitting onto the external threads of the brass air valve assembly and turn the brass fitting no more than finger tight.
   i. You are now ready to fill the Artificial Vagina Liner.
   ii. You should already know the water temperature that works best for your stallion.
   iii. Begin at 115 F or 46 C and Do Not Exceed 131 F or 55 C
d. Each stallion is different and will require some preparation prior to the breeding season, in order to define which temperature will be most productive for him.
e. Once your water is to the desired temperature, begin to fill the A.V., as the A.V. begins to fill, pull up on the funnel so that the excess air begins to “burp” out of the bladder. This assures an even fill with limited air bubbles; air bubbles can induce hyper-extending, thinning and/or delaminating of the glued areas of the A.V., This is not covered by the 1 year warranty.
f. Once the water lever is consistently half way up the clear vinyl tubing;
g. Stop the filling process as the weight will be between 12 – 15 pounds
h. Pull up on the bottom of the funnel thus drawing the water into the bladder.
i. Grasp the base of the air valve and pulling up on the A.V.; the water should draw back into the bladder.
j. Spin off the A.V. Fill device and set aside.
k. Replace the brass pin finger tight, wipe off the excess water, and weigh the A.V. for a uniform pressure to your stallions liking. The A.V. bladder should not exceed 15 lbs w/o cover.
l. Lay the fill valve into the hole in the leather A.V. Cover and/or the Insulated A.V. Cover.
m. Taking the A.V. Leather Stabilizer disc, press down & onto the brass pin and screw the black ring finger tight thus locking the A.V. into the cover
n. Roll over and either buckle and/or tighten the Velcro straps so that the unit becomes one.

Option #2

Air-valve fill system:

a. This will fill the liner much quicker, although, it exposes the gum rubber liner to severe hyperextension and thus exposes the liner to delaminating, dry rot and an overall dramatic loss of life; we do not recommend this and the manufacturer will not warrant any damage claims.
b. Place the liner, valve side up in the bottom of the sink.
c. Using the Air Stem Valve you’ll need to either dedicate a water faucet exclusively for this filling device or place a “Quick Release” hook up which will distort the water pressure.
d. Using the air stem water valve actually works best on a several stallion breeding operation, although, it is more costly. Simply follow steps g – n as stated above in option #1

Option #3

Direct Fill system

a. Follow steps a – d from Option #2 and instead of using an Air Stem Valve, a rubber hose is installed with no end that snuggly fits over the open fill valve, thus filling accordingly.
b. Follow steps g – n as stated above in option #1